


prepared to start he wobbled a bit, then said all should be closed before end of April, and possibly by end of 
next week, so “possible start on April 20th”…

 
Advi ory Board and Mini ter update :

-      The Advisory Committee’s first priority is to deal with the rogue unit issue
-      In the next meeting on April 28th, Bain should present the diagnostic, operating model principles and plan 

(Gartner will present as well)
-      He is aligned that we should send detailed documents beforehand (“these people like to read”) but do a much 

shorter presentation on June 28th (location of the meeting will be confirmed closer to the date)
-      They will ask the Advisory Committee to what extent they want to be involved in the organization structure 

design (he said they would probably not be involved as they do not know the business and it is more 
important that they agree on the principles)

-      As a next step we will need to prepare a presentation for the Minister
 
Organisation structure and transition process

-      The organization structure should not change but groupings should be considered to reduce number of direct 
reports to the commissioner. He said that in any case we (specifically you Vittorio) would be part of these 
discussions.

-      Their target is to announce the structure only in August. One of the main reasons is that they believe they 
can fill only 2-3 CO positions from inside. They are launching an executive search to identify external 
candidates

-      Once the target organisation is announced they want a transition process that is as short as possible (in line 
with the transition principles that we shared with them)

 
Best regards,
 
Alexis
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